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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be the unit disk{\ z 1 < l}. A holomorphic functionf(z) in D is said 
to belong to the Nevanlinna class N of bounded characteristic if 
T(r,f) = -&- I’” log+ ] f(reie)l &I = 0( 1) as Y--t 1. (1.1) 
0 
A function f(z) E N is said to belong to the class N+ if 
k? Jozr log+ 1 f(re”“)l de = -CP log+ 1 f(eie)\ d0, (1.2) 
where 
f(eie) = liif(reie), 
which is known to exist for almost every 0 E [0, 2~1. 
Hardy classes HP, 0 <p < co, are defined in the usual way [I]. Then we 
know that, if q <p, 
Macintyre and Rogosinski [7], Rogosinski and Shapiro [8], Havinson [5], 
and others, considered linear extremal problems for HP, p >, 1. Hejhal [6] 
generalized these results to functions in multiply connected domains. 
On the other hand, Goluzin obtained some variational formulae for 
functions represented by Stieltjes integrals [3, p. 5041. Gelfer and 
Kresnyakova [2] applied his methods to functions of the classes HP, p > 0, 
and treated some extremal problems for these classes. Vaidaev and 
Kresnyakova [lo] also considered some problems by variational methods. 
We will here treat some extremal problems for functions of classes N and 
N+, following to the methods in [3], [2], and [lo]. 
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2. VARIATIONAL FORMULAE FOR FUNCTIONS OF THE CLASS N 
A function f(z) EN is factorized as follows [l, p. 251: 
f(4 = W;f) (S(z;f)/L(z;f))F(z;f), (2.1) 
in which B(z;f) is the Blaschke product relative to zero points of f(s), 
,S(x;f) and L(a;f) are singular inner functions, and F(x; f) is an outer 
function for the class N, i.e., 
(2.1’) 
(2.1”) 
with real, nonincreasing functions ~(4) and ~(4) such that 
p’(4) = v’(4) = 0 a.e. 
and 
1 .+z 
F(z;f) = da exp - 
[ s 
2n Lz logp(4) &] , 
27r 0 
(a = a real const) 
with ~(4) 3 0 such that log?($) is summable. 
We write as 
and 
P+W = maxw>, 1) 
Then 
F(z; f) = eW+(z; f)/F-(z; f). 
We write F+(z;f) etc., simply as F+(z), etc. 
2a. Suppose 
I 
2a 
l%P+W # = c+ > 0. 
0 
(2.2) 
For any 6 > 0 sufficiently small, there is a set E C [0,277] with meas > 0 
such that 
P+M z 1 + 6, for+GE. 
Let e be a subset of E with meas > 0. We put 
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where h is a real number, 1 X 1 < 6. Then 
=Z 
I’ log P+(4) d4 + j- ‘otdl + VP+(C)> d4 
e 
Thus, 
We put 
(2.3) 
Then 
P+*(4) = M4)c+‘c1- 
fJ+*w 2 1, and 1’” 1% P+*W 4 = 2 SbL’ log M) d+ = c+ - 
0 
We write, 
and 
(edd + x)/(eid - TX) = g(z,$) (2.4) 
log*+*k) = & j-‘k, 4) logP+*($) 4 
0 
thus, using (2.3), 
log&*(z) = & /02k. 4) logP+($) d4 x (1 - A $ je & + O(h2)) 
+~J/w)& + 0(X2) 
= logF+@) + h ( log:;@) s, fg + & J g(z, 4 fg) 
+ + e + 
+ W2). 
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Thus, 
where 
f+“(4 =m u + A * d+ + O(W, (2.5) 
(2.5’) 
2b. Suppose 
s 2n logp-(4) & = c- > 0. (2.2’) 0 
For any 6 > 0 sufficiently small, there is a set E’ C [0,27~] such that 
meas > 0 and P-(C) 3 1 + 6, for g5 E E’. 
Let e’ be a subset of E’, meas > 0, and put 
where h is a real number, / h 1 < 6. We write 
f-*(4 =m (1 + h * A- + 0(X2)), P-6) 
where 
A- =$~,gw&. (2.6’) 
4 
2c. (As for Sections 2c-2f below, readers are advised to consult 
[3, 505-506-j or [2, 573-5743.) Let q$ , d2 (0 < $2 - 41 < 2a) be two num- 
bers. We put for 0 < X < 1. 
with K = 1,2, where 
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since 
Then 
h&4 = f(4 (1 + (- ljk $ j4y gm’k, (6) I A$)- bl, I d4 + O(xz)) . 
This can be written as 
f*&> = f(4 + VW d s + W2), (2.7) 
where X is a sufficiently small number, -1 < X < 1, and 
in which b is a constant, depending generally on the sign of A. 
2d. Suppose that & , 4, (0 < $2 - $1 < 2~) are two points of discon- 
tinuity of CL(+). Put 
where 
If 1 h 1 is sufficiently small, CL**(+) is nonincreasing. Thus 
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Thus 
where 
f**&) = f(4 + V(4 Ass + W2), (2.8) 
Ass = ‘Lie, $1) - d% 42). 
2e. Operating withL(z;f) instead of S(z;f), we obtain as in Section 2c, 
f*d4 =m> + a4 AL + W2)> (2.9) 
where 
A, = (2.9’) 
2f. As in Section 2d, if +r and +2 are discontinuities of v($), we have 
fw&) = f(4 + V(4 ALL + W2), (2.10) 
where 
ALL = &, Cl> - gh $2). (2.10’) 
3. MAXIMUM OF Re p (log%)] OR / @ (log%) / 
Suppose @p(t) be a given entire function. We seek to maximize the func- 
tional 
Xf> = Re [@ (log $$$-)I , (3.1) 
or 
(3.2) 
under the condition 
qr, f) = & J’” log+ 1 f(reiS)I de < c, (3.3) 
0 
(sometimes, with further additional restrictions), where z, is a given point 
in D, and c is a given nonnegative constant. We determine the branch of the 
logarithm by taking 
0 < argV(WW)l < 27~. (3.3’) 
We denote the class of functions satisfying (3.3) by N(c). N(c) is a normal 
family in the sense of Montel, hence, if I(f) or J(f) is bounded forf E N(c), 
we know that there exist extremal functions for this problem. 
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If we denote by N+(c) the class of functions belonging to N+ and satis- 
fying (3.3), then N+( c is not a normal family. Hence extremal functions do ) 
not necessarily exist in the class N+(c). But, as is easily seen, supremum in the 
class N+(c) coincides with maximum in the class zV(c). 
We will give some examples to show the usefulness of these functionals. 
EXAMPLE 1. If @(ru) = w, the I(f) = log 1 f(zq,)/B(z,J . Thus the maxi- 
mum of ~f(.zo)/B(zo)( or If(zo)j is considered. The same problem can be 
treated also by taking 
Q(w) = e”, J(f) = I fc%>i%)l . 
EXAMPLE 2. If D(w) = --iw, then I(f) = arc[ f(z,,)/B(q,)]. We consider 
the problem in the subclass of N(c) such that 
adXW(W = 0. 
EXAMPLE 3. If Q(w) = (a - 8) ew (01, /3 are real constants) and 
f(ww = u + iv, 
then 
I(f) = au + pv. 
EXAMPLE 4. If Q(w) = aeYW + b, where a, b are complex constants and 
y is a real constant. Then 
Now, letjo be one of extremal functions in N(c). Our aim is to determine 
the form of fO(z). The result is as follows: 
THEOREM 1. Let 65(w) be an entire function and q, be a given point in D. 
In the case .zO f 0, the extremal functions in the class N(c), which maximize the 
functional I(f) or J(f) dejked by (3.1) or (3.2) must be of the form 
fo(x> = eiKB(z) exp [bl z - b2 x] , (3.4) 
unless 
@Yl%(fO(%)l%))) = 09 (3.5) 
where b, and b, are nonnegative numbers such that b, < c, and K is a real number. 
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In the case x0 = 0, let A be a complex number such that 1 A 1 < KY and 
is given by w = A. Then the extremal function is given by 
1 
fo(s) = CK exp - [ I 2s s dw($)] , 277 0 (3.4’) 
whme du(+) is a signed meamre (not necessarily singular) such that 
1 
x0 I 
zadw(+)=[AI, and K = arg[A], 0 < tc < 2lr. 
f*(z) in (3.4) does not belong to N+ if b, > 0, but I(f,) or J(fO) gives the 
supremum of I(f) or J(f) in the class N+(c). 
Proof of Theorem 1. The case z0 = 0. Then 
4.0 = Re[~(log(f(O>i~(O)))l 
equals ta Re[@(log A,)], where, by (2.1), 
log A, = iol + &- Jo2’ d+(4), 
in which (see (2.1’) and (2.1”)) 
d44) = 448 - d4#4 + log A+) 4. 
The case z, # 0. 
3a. Suppose c+ in (2.2) is not zero for the extremal functionf(.s), writing 
simply j(z) forf&). By (2.5) we have 
aJ 
( 
log*) = Q, (log 
20 
$&-) + A@’ (log @$ d, + O(P). 
Writing 
@’ (log @) = A, and 2@ (log a) @’ (log $$) = A, , 
we obtain 
(3.6) 
I(f+*) =1(f) + Re[A,~+l + W2), (3.7) 
J(f+*)” = JW” + WAd+l + O02). (3.7’) 
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Since the first variations must vanish, we get 
from (3.7) or (3.7’), respectively. Then, by a theorem on derivatives of 
indefinite integrals [9, p. 118, Theorem (6.3)], we get for almost every $ E E, 
W4d~07 4)1/277 = R44 log~+(~Jllc+ , for k = 1 or 2. (3.8) 
The left-hand side of (3.8) contains 4, whereas the right-hand side does not, 
which is impossible. Therefore we must have c+ = 0 unless A, = 0 or 
A, = 0. 
3b. Suppose c- in (2.2’) be not zero for the extremal functionf(z). Then, 
by (2.6) we obtain a contradiction as in (I). Thus we must have c- = 0 
unless A, = 0 or A, = 0. 
3c. (As for Sections 3c and 3d, we follow to [3, 509-5101 and [2, 575- 
577].) By (2.7) we have 
@ ( ) + ~4s + 0(X2). 
Thus 
s 62 ~4i~kg,‘(~o~ d4l 1 d# - b I 4 = 0 fork = 1 or 2. (3.9) 
Ql 
Then, in an interval (& , d2), which does not contain zero points of 
W4) = ReL%g~‘h 9~91, k=I or k=2, (3.10) 
we have / p(#) - b 1 = 0, i.e., CL(+) = b = const in such an interval. 
On the other hand, we can easily see that the equation 
Yk(+) = Re[A,(--2iz,) (e+ - 2So + .%02eid)] = 0, (3.10’) 
has at most two solutions. Thus ~(4) h as at most two points of discontinuity 
in 0 <$ <2rr. 
Let dr , ~#a be points of discontinuity for FL($). Then by (2.8) 
+ 4&s + O(h2) 
and we have 
WXd~o , A>1 = W&&o , C2>l, k=l or k=2. (3.11) 
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Thus the derivative of Re[A,g(x, , $)] with respect to 4, which equals to 
Y,(4) for K = 1 or K = 2 in (3.10), must have a zero in (+i , $a). This contra- 
dicts that Yk(4) h as a most two zero points. Therefore ~(4) can have only one t 
discontinuity, unless A, = 0 or A, = 0. 
3d. As in Section 3c, we concluded that v($) can have only one discon- 
tinuity, unless A, = 0 or A, = 0. 
Thus, cl($) as well as u($) can have only one discontinuity, and it is con- 
cluded that the extremal functions must be of the form (3.4). Q.E.D. 
Now we consider the examples listed in the beginning of this paragraph. 
EXAMPLE 1. If z,, = r,,eiso, the extremal function is easily seen to be 
given by (taking b, = c, b, = 0, $r = 0, in (3.4)) 
and the maximum equals to 
[ 
14-r, 
exp Cx I * 
EXAMPLE 2. We consider the problem in the class N(c, c’; 0) which 
consists of holomorphic functions satisfying 
=zWWW1 = 0 
and 
qr, f) < c as well as T(r, l/j) < c’. 
By easy calculation, using (3.4), we obtain the following result: Let $r* and 
dz* be such values that (ti,, = arg[z,,], z,, # 0) 
4l G 41* < 4l + 42, 0, - 42 G h* G 4 
and 
CO+* - 0,) = 2d(l + ~2), k = 1,2. 
Extremal function is given by 
The maximum equals to 
2r,(c + c’)/(l - Y$). 
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EXAMPLE 3. If 01 - i/3 = peix, the extremal function is given by 
and the maximum equals to 
P expk(l + rdl(l - roK 
EXAMPLE 4. Suppose y > 0. If a = peiX and b = 5 + z+ = TeiO, then 
the extremal function for I(f) is given by 
and the maximum of I(f) equals to 
P exp[vU + yo)lU - ydl + 5. 
The extremal function for J(f) is given by 
and the maximum of J(j) equals to 
P exp[vU + yJ(l - yJ1 + 7. 
The case y < 0 can be treated analogously, but we must seek the extremal 
function in the class N(c, c’; 0), not in N(c). 
4. NONVARIATIONAL TREATMENT 
We will show another treatment of an extremal problem without recourse 
to variational formulae in Section 2. 
Suppose z1 ,..., z, are given points in D. Let A, ,..., A, > 0, yi ,..., yn > 0, 
be given constants. We seek the supremum or maximum of 
W) = 4 If(% + ... + An Ifc%)P, 
for fG N+(c) or fE N(c). 
We write 
zk = rkeiek, k = l,..., n, 
and 
(4.1) 
P(r, !!I) = l - y2 
1 + Y2- 2YCOSO 
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THEOREM 2. The maximum of I( f ), dejined in (4. l), for the class N(c) is 
attained by the function 
f&z) = exp[c(eid* + z)/(eig* - z)], (4.2) 
where +* is a value which gives the maximum of the function 
V99 = 5 hk exp[ykWk , ek - +)I, 
k=l 
(4.3) 
forO<+<2n. Wehave 
fTN$I(f) = U(o*). (4.4) 
The supremum of I(f) for the class N+(c) is also given b U($*), but it is not 
attained by a function of N+(c). 
Proof. We need the following lemma, which is a generalization of H8lder’s 
inequality: 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that (alh}rC1 ,... , {anA}rsl are n sets each of m non- 
negative numbers. If q1 ,..., q,>OaresuchthatCq,,=l, then 
< (all + a21 + -*a + anJQ1 (al2 + a22 + *-* + and’2 
--* (al, + a2m + -.- + anmJQl. 
(4.5) 
The proof is found in [4, p. 21, Theorem IO]. 
Now we proceed to prove Theorem 2. We write for f (z) E N(c) 
d44 = -W+) + log+ I f(@)l d+, 
with dv($) in (2.1”). Then, for y > 0, 
If (z)Iy G exp [Y &- JoznP(r9 0 - 9) dw($)] 
if z = reiB. Thus 
(4.6) 
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Let 
co ==o <$A1 <#J2 < ... <& =27r, +h-l - & = 2~lm. 
Write 
then b < c, and C q,, = 1. 
Let qkh , K = l,..., n, h = I,..., m, be such that 
and 
+h-1 d Tkh < +h 3 h = l,..., m, 
akh = P(yk , ek - Tklk) 
is the maximum of P(rk , ok - 4) for &-I < 4 < $h . Put 
akh = xk ‘=p[Ykb%hl* 
Then, by (4.5) and (4.7) 
I(f) d f fj (a,?&)*’ d fi (2 okh).: 
k=l h=l h-1 k=l I 
Let +* be a value which gives the maximum of 
u($> = f hk expbkcP(yk , ek - +>I? 
k=l 
(4.3) 
for 0 < 4 < 2~. Then for any E > 0 we have, for m sufficiently large, 
ukh < f xk expbkcP(rk, 6 - $*)I f ?U 
P=l k=l 
U(4) + m* 
n 
Letting E -+ 0, we see that the problem is reduced to maximizing the function 
U(4) in (4.3), which can be sought, for example, by differentiation. The 
extremal function is given by 
fo(z) = exp[c(e”+* + z)/(e@* - z)], (4.8) 
which belongs to N(c) but not to IV+. 
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EXAMPLE 5. Let 
y1 = -*. =m=p>o, xk = rei(2mk)/n, k = I,..., n, A, = 2r/n. 
Then, if n is sufficiently large, (4.1) approximates the integral 
J(f) = I’ If(reyJ do. (4.9) 
By the symmetry and periodicity, we see that the maximum of J(f) is 
attained by (taking $* = 0 in (4.2)) 
f&4 = exp [c K] 
and the maximum is given by 
1 - r2 
CP 
1 + 9 
de. 
- 2r cos 6 
1 
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